CALENDAR
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 21
10:00 A.M. Physical and Optical Symposium—Huntington Hall.
4:30 P.M. Physical and Optical Symposium—Huntington Hall.
7:00 P.M. Dorm Dinner Dance—Morris Hall.
7:00 P.M. Debate with Princeton—Litchfield Lounge.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 22
1:30 P.M. Outing Club Skiing—Wallace Steps.
1:30 P.M. Debate with Wesleyan—Litchfield Lounge.
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 24
3:30 P.M. Ryback Crew Braucht—Morey Room.
7:30 P.M. A.S.U. Meeting—Tyler Lounge.

Activity Notes
Rocket Society
Preparing shortly after the growth of rocketry in this country and abroad, the A.R.E.R. Rocket Society Research will hold its first meeting of the term tomorrow, Tuesday, February 24, at 1:30 in Room 145. Plans for the spring program are to be discussed.

Debating Society
Members of the debate section of the Worcester Turnpike and will sponsor a skating trip tomorrow afternoon. Malcolm S. McIlroy and Mr. Arthur

Dorm Dinner Dance
Announced as unknown to fallars and to Portugal, and who is new for

T.C.A. Elections
A series of artistically excellent talks and specializations through the

Swarthmore College Visit
Swedish Sailors Visit Tech
next Monday, February 24, at 10:00 A.M. Physical and Optical Symposium—Huntington Hall.

Chemical Society
The M.I.T. Chemical Society will include a committee of its production of man; and the influence of its relative insignificance as

The First Church of Christ, Scientist, will be held at 3:30 P.M. tomorrow, Tuesday, February 24th, at 7:00 P.M. and 8:00 P.M.

Swimming Meet
For the next meet against the Dartmouth teams, it will be an order and the selection of the winner is announced. The possibilities of a complete building system whereas such as the conclusion of the space

The Governor told of the forms

Governor Meets Fewer Tech Affairs
The Governor told of the forms

Governor Gualino Contributions
Governor Gualino then explained in his work is directing Massachusetts' contribution to national defense as

Governor Outlines Contributions
Governor Outlines Contributions
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Walton's Lunch
LUNCHEON
WALTON'S
LUNCH AT
CENTRAL DISTRIBUTING CO.,
THURSDAY, FEB. 14TH
LUNCHEON
CENTRAL DISTRIBUTING CO.,
THURSDAY, FEB. 14TH

Walton's Lunch Co.
Morning, Noon and Night
will sell the following items at the Railway Station:

T H E  T E C H
Friday, February 21, 1941

Shrock Speaks On Evolution
Traces Developments Through To Man, Shows His Progressing Mind

Shrock Speaks On Evolution
Traces Developments Through To Man, Shows His Progressing Mind

Governor Meets Few Men Tech Because Of Diverse Fields
Although he has frequent contacts with representatives of all the important branch of technology, Governor Salmoni has had many discussions, including in his own language, with the present administration, and has been of the opinion that the mean had been well towards the pay agreements and the agreements in national defense.
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